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1. ___________ can be said to be the basis of all grammars.

     	      Structural Grammar

     	      Transformational Generative Grammar

     	--->> Traditional grammar

     	      Systemic Functional Grammar

2. The model of grammar that emphasizes correctness and strict rule adherence is 
________________

     	      Structural Grammar

     	--->> Traditional Grammar

     	      Transformational Generative Grammar

     	      Systemic Functional Grammar

3. She did pass the examination. This expresses:

     	      doubt

     	--->> emphasis

     	      an instantaneous action

     	      assurance

4. A way of studying word combination in English may be called ____________

     	      semantics

     	      pragmatics

     	--->> a model

     	      discourse

5. Traditional Grammar is _______________

     	      descriptive
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     	      scientific

     	      artistic

     	--->> prescriptive

6. A body of rules about a language may be called _____________.

     	--->> grammar

     	      parsing

     	      pragmatics

     	      semantics

7. When the present participle performs the function of a noun, it is called 
_____________

     	--->> a gerund

     	      a modal adjunct

     	      an indirect object

     	      a direct object

8. I like talking. Here, taiking is ____________

     	      a modal verb

     	      a complement

     	      a lexical verb

     	--->> a gerund

9. __________ places emphasis on the spoken language.

     	      Traditional Grammar

     	--->> Structural Grammar

     	      Transformational Generative Grammar

     	      Systemic Functional Grammar

10. Leonard Bloomfield may be said to be ______________
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     	--->> a structuralist

     	      a generativist

     	      a traditionalist

     	      a functionalist
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